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Summary and Plan

▪ KPOP uses the (offline) adaptive bias correction to fit the observation to the background fields at

every cycle.

▪ To prevent the coefficients being made too specific to the current cycle, the coefficient need to be

limited.

▪ When the model fluctuates strongly, the analysis is stabilized and the Northern Hemisphere forecast

is improved using bias adaption rate.

▪ Extend bias adaption rate to VarBC in KVAR and make it recursive to KPOP.
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Issue2

▪ Sometimes constant terms of KPOP

and KVAR’s bias correction are

fluctuated with daily cycle and more

long period cycle.

▪ BC coefficients are updated and

the observations are fit to

background field at every cycle.

▪ If the model becomes unstable when

the model or DA is updated, this is

reflected in the BC coefficients

immediately.

Methods-bias adaption rate3

▪ Experiment from 24 Jun to 31 July 2021:

CTL: KIM3.6a(ne180)+Hybrid-4DEnVAR(50km) EXP: CTL+ ATMS using adaption rate in BC
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IR (Improvement ratio)=[1-RMSD(EXP)/RMSD(CTL)]*100
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In KPOP(KIM Package for Observation Process), the quality control and adaptive bias correction are repeatedly
performed to correct the bias of satellite radiance data and then the variational bias correction scheme is applied
in data assimilation process. With these methods, the bias of observation is calculated and corrected every cycle,
therefore it is exposed that the bias can be strengthened if the model is biased. Comparing the analysis field of
KIM with that of ECMWF, there are large biases in the upper layer(higher altitude than 100hPa) of the model, and
sometimes these biases oscillate. Since adaptive bias correction is applied, the bias correction coefficients are
also fluctuated with the same period shown in the biases of the KIM analysis field. It means that this bias
correction method is correlated with the model field strongly. Thus, new scheme need to be designed to consider
the statistics of previous observations and background model fields by giving time weights when calculating
the bias correction coefficient.

▪ It needs to prevent the coefficients from being made too specific to the current state.
- Use bias adaption rate to limit the BC coefficient’s range 
- Consider the current(𝒂𝒕) and previous(𝒂𝒃𝒈) observation’s statistics:

counts(𝑁) and variance(𝜎2) of observation 

- ഥ𝒂 is new coefficient limited by adaption rate, which reflect the
previous coefficient, and become more stable than 𝒂𝒕

▪ GPH with significant improvement in

analysis field is shown in 5-day

forecast field.

▪ Forecast field accuracy increases in

NH(~ 6%) but decreases in SH(~ 2%).

- It may be related to the weakened

oscillation around SP.

Verification of Forecast
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In CTL, the observation
increment and the constant
term are almost same feature
in magnitude and main
frequencies. Using the adaption
rate in BC process, the 7-day or
longer cycle fluctuations of
increments are reduced. The
new coefficient(ഥ𝒂) calculated by
adaption rate has smaller
power for cycle of 5day or less.
As a result of increment’s
frequency analysis by latitude,
the 20-day fluctuation is strong
in high latitude, and 13-day
fluctuation is dominant in
equator and the middle latitude
of NH in CTL. The long period
fluctuations are reduced except
for the north pole area. The
long-period fluctuation around
south pole has weakened
significantly in EXP.

▪ Using adaption rate in BC process, GPH
improved about 6% and temperature over
0.8% on average.

▪ The EXP analysis field show continuous
improvement over the experiment period.

▪ The GPH and temperature of analysis field of
EXP improved above 300hPa.

▪ The humidity field shows improvement above
500 hPa.

Compare the frequency analysis of observation increments(O-B) and BC constant terms
between CTL and EXP using Fast Fourier Transform(FFT)
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Timeseries of improvement rate(the normalized difference of root 

mean squared error) of wind, Geopotential Height(GPH), 

Temperature and humidity between the CTL and EXP’s analysis field. 

CTL and EXP’s zonal mean of GPH, and temperature 

forecast field. Blue means that error reduced.

CTL's timeseries of  GPH and temperature bias and 

root mean square errors against IFS analysis field.

Timeseries of bias correction’s constant term 

in KPOP(black solid) and VarBC(red solid).

Cold run of bias correction’s constant term. Current constant 

term(𝒂𝒕) is black solid and the new generated constant 

term(ഥ𝒂)is red solid. ഥ𝒂 does not follow the daily cycle of 𝒂𝒕.

The observation increment timeseries of NPP-ATMS ch10 of CTL and EXP . Lower panel show 

the frequency analysis using FFT. Each lines mean the increment’s average for each latitude 

Timeseries of constant terms and increments of NPP-ATMS ch10 in CTL and EXP.

Lower panel show the frequency analysis using FFT.
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